A sizable body of research has explored how learners process syntactic and morphological input variability (e.g., Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005 ). However, little work has addressed consequences of word-form inconsistency, which is present when language learners experience multiple accents in the same language. This variability may have strong effects on language learning. While numerous studies (e.g., Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Maye, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2008) have asked how adult listeners deal with unfamiliar accents, fewer studies address the effects of accent variability on young children. Further, little work connects adult accent-comprehension tasks using overt recognition to infant and toddler studies of accent processing that use looking time measures, which might be considered more implicit. A step toward connecting the infant and adult literatures is to look at effects of accent variability in intermediate age ranges, such as the preschool years (see also Ramon-Casas, Swingley, Sebastián-Gallés, & Bosch, 2009 ), using both implicit and explicit measures to discern how the different paradigms map onto each other. This is the approach taken in the current study.
Accents are variants of a language that have different realizations of the same word forms. This can occur via nonnative speakers of a language or due to regional or social-group differences within native speaking populations. A speaker from Boston may say "yard" in a way that other puzzle), especially if it differs by a single phonological feature. These studies suggest that infants and young children, like adults in accented-speech recognition studies (e.g. Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Maye et al., 2008) , may have some capacity to recognize accent-like variants of highlyfamiliar words. How similar the word must be to the original form is not as certain, though a good guess would be that single-feature (and single-phoneme) changes are the easiest to recognize. This may be modulated by the degree of contextual support for a familiar-word interpretation (e.g., Fallon, Trehub, & Schneider, 2002) .
In short, listeners of all ages recognize familiar words in unfamiliar accents from partial matches. Moreover, recent research suggests that recognition by partial match to a known form may even hold for newly learned words, which one might expect to have more fragile representations (see Stager & Werker, 1997) . Schmale, Hollich, and Seidl (2011) found that 30-month-olds generalized a single newly learned word (neech) learned in a familiar (American) accent to a novel (Spanish) accent; that is, they looked more to the paired object when hearing the accented version of the trained word (neech S ) but looked more to a novel object when hearing an untrained accented word (moof S ). This suggests that 30-month-olds recognized the similarity between the never-before-heard Spanish form and the learned American form.
An alternative explanation for recognizing accented forms is exposure-to particular accented word forms, and to general accent properties. Children may regard toggy as more likely to mean doggy than novel thing because they have already heard toggy prior to the experiment, via speech errors or accented talkers. Children also benefit from previous exposure to an accent itself (like adults: Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Clarke & Garrett, 2004; Weil, 2001) due to consistency in how a particular accent modifies sounds, presumably driven by feedback from existing lexical knowledge (e.g., Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003) . White and Aslin (2011) showed that children as young as 19 months may adjust phoneme categories via lexical feedback: dog becoming dag implies that sock will become sack. Schmale, Cristia, and Seidl (2012) , in a paradigm similar to Schmale et al. (2011) , showed that 24-montholds succeeded in cross-accent recognition of a newly learned word when they received exposure to the accent prior to word learning. Thus, young children benefit from even brief accent exposure in comprehending accented words.
Several questions remain regarding recognition of newly learned words. First, when task difficulty is scaled up-for instance, learning more words, using more similar words, or requiring overt responses rather than just looking time-does accent difficulty persist into later age groups? Second, how far can listeners get in recognition by partial match: must they have heard the accent or the specific accented word form previously, or is partial match sufficient?
LEARNING NEW WORDS IN MULTIPLE ACCENTS
While familiar or even recently learned words may be recognizable based on partial match to the known form, lexical knowledge cannot be brought to bear if a word is completely unknown. How does word learning take place when learners hear the same words but in different accents? Previous work on category formation (e.g., Posner & Keele, 1968) and studies of language acquisition and change (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005 ; see Smith & Wonnacott, 2010 , for related adult evidence) suggest that human learners pick up on consistent or regular input patterns. For word forms, learners might ignore the less-prevalent (see Hudson Kam & Newport, Floccia et al. (2012) suggests that young word learners may select a single form as the "correct" one: British English-learning 20-month-old children only recognized r-containing words (like bird) when they were spoken in the r-containing local dialect and not in an r-less dialect-even if it was their parents' dialect. This implies that young children given accent inconsistency may downweight one of the variants in their input. Further, studies of phonological-rule learning, though they do not examine word-meaning mapping, suggest that learners can extract consistent phonological patterns. For instance, Richtsmeier, Gerken, and Ohala (2011) found that 4-year-olds generalized phonotactic patterns to new environments when provided with both word-form variability and talker variability (see also Chambers, Onishi, & Fisher, 2011; Newport & Aslin, 2004) . To do this, listeners must be ignoring or collapsing across variable segments. This might entail a broadening of the variable category (see Brunellière, Dufour, Nguyen, & Frauenfelder, 2009 , for evidence that exposure to regional accents can decrease listener sensitivity to native phoneme contrasts), or even ignoring its value completely. If listeners can ignore inconsistent segments to extract a consistent segment pattern, it is possible that they can map that pattern to a referent.
A second approach to multiple-accent input is simply storing two separate word forms, one per accent. Research on adults exposed to multiple accents (Sebastián-Gallés, Echeverria, & Bosch, 2005; Sebastián-Gallés, Vera-Constán, Larsson, Costa, & Deco, 2009; Sumner & Samuel, 2009) supports the notion of dual word-form representations. For instance, Catalan natives often fail, in a lexical decision task, to reject nonwords that were created by mispronouncing Catalan /E/ words with the more Spanish-like /e/ (Sebastián- Gallés et al., 2005 ). This occurred despite listeners easily distinguishing the two Catalan sounds in both behavioral and ERP paradigms ). The authors argued that these Catalan speakers have encoded Spanish-accent word variants in addition to native-Catalan word forms. If this holds for child learners, then they must encode dual forms (one for each accent-variant) of each accent-variable word they encounter. This as much as doubles how many forms the child must encode relative to a child exposed to a single accent, potentially slowing lexical learning. Further, word-form variation might impair formation of object categories. For instance, while infants are aided in category formation by hearing different labels for each category (e.g., Xu, 2002) , infants hearing different labels applied to the same category are impaired in category formation (Waxman & Braun, 2005) . These studies, taken together, suggest that if learners in multiple-accent situations are acquiring duplicate word-forms, their learning will be slowed.
A third possibility strikes a balance between the first two: learners might learn two forms, their contexts, and their relationship, representing the forms as allophonic variants of a single underlying form. This "phonological translation" capacity (Oller, Cobo-Lewis, & Eilers, 1998) would allow learners to use a single representation while keeping track of variation and expecting the correct form in the correct context. However, listeners might need substantial exposure to calculate relations between accents, making it difficult to detect in the lab. This possibility is not tested deeply in the current study, but is revisited in the General Discussion.
Studies of naturalistic word-form variability are somewhat consistent with either merging representations or knowing phonological translation equivalents. Mattock, Polka, Rvachew, and Krehm (2010) found that 17-month-old French-English bilingual infants learned accent-variable words more readily than did monolingual infants of either language. This implies that those infants either did not distinguish differences between the two variants or understood their Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013 equivalence (interestingly, Sundara, Polka, & Molnar, 2008 , show that younger French-English bilingual infants can distinguish sounds between languages). Ramon-Casas et al. (2009) , in a looking-while-listening paradigm, found that bilingual toddlers' recognition of mispronounced Catalan words was not impaired when the mispronunciation involved a vowel pair only present in Catalan (/e/ vs. /E/). Among preschoolers, only Catalan-dominant (but not Spanish-dominant) bilingual children's word recognition was impaired by such mispronunciations. Their results suggest that, unless children experience a high proportion of Catalan input, they are indifferent to words mispronounced with the Catalan /e/ -/E/ vowel difference-again, consistent either with merging representations or understanding the representations' equivalence. Ramon-Casas et al. (2009) , as well as Albareda-Castellot, Pons, and Sebastián-Gallés (2011) , suggest that indifference to Catalan vowel changes in word recognition may be driven by the relatively high cognate overlap between Catalan and Spanish. These cognates largely differ in their vowels, which, the argument goes, leads children to attend less to subtle differences in vowel sounds (see RamonCasas & Bosch, 2010 , for evidence that Catalan vowels are preserved in noncognate words). As pointed out by Albareda-Castellot et al., accent-variable environments might be regarded as an extreme case of cognate overlap. If so, then accent variability might lead learners to disregard inconsistencies between differently accented word-forms. This hypothesis has not been tested experimentally.
In sum, many questions remain regarding learning under word-form variability. Will learners ignore differences between words that map to the same referent? Or instead, will they be slowed in learning because they must encode multiple word-forms (one per accent)? While these questions have received some attention in infant populations, little is known about the older age group (3-5-year-olds) examined here.
THE CURRENT STUDY
In summary, current evidence hints that word-form inconsistency may affect young children's abilities to map novel-accented forms onto existing representations and their ability to encode words. Yet several questions remain. First, how readily do children recognize newly learned words in never-before-heard accented forms-must their input contain accent variants before they can recognize such variants, or does partial match to the newly-learned word form suffice? Second, how do children contend with accent variability as they are learning words? Do children readily tune out variable elements, or does exposure to word-form variability slow learning because they must learn two words (both accented forms) instead of one?
The current study assessed how readily children recognized accent-like variants of newly learned words, using both an implicit measure (eye tracking) comparable to measures used with infants and toddlers, and an explicit measure (pointing). Convergence between explicit and implicit measures will imply that looking time infant/toddler measures are continuous with more explicit measures in older populations. In Experiment 1, children learned words in one accent and were then tested on the original accent and an altered accent. This simulated learning in one accent, followed by generalization to never-before-heard accent-variants (see Schmale et al., 2011 , for a related approach). (Note that the term "accent variant" is used here to mean a word form produced in a particular accent, rather than a particular accent such as southeastern U.S. English.) In Experiment 2, children learned two forms of each word from the outset, Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013 6 CREEL with each talker using one "accent." This simulated word learning with two-accent input. The last three experiments addressed whether providing a familiar-referent pragmatic context during recognition-by interspersing test trials with familiar words, with pictured referents-affected generalization to an altered accent (Experiments 3 and 4) and integration of two-accent input (Experiment 5).
EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment tested a new word-learning paradigm with 3-5-year-old children. An artificial accent was employed to control for declines in intelligibility in naturalistic accented speech (though note that it is an open question as to whether naturalistic accents themselves might serve as a cue to interpret following words more leniently). The "accent" change was an alternation between the vowels /i/ as in bean and /I/ as in bin. This vowel pair was chosen because it mimics a vowel-merger found in Spanish-accented English (Fox, Flege, & Munro, 1995) . Though participants were monolingual, they were residents of a city with a large Hispanic population (29% in 2010; www.quickfacts.census.gov), and thus these children had likely had incidental exposure to Spanish accents. A vowel change was used because cross-linguistically, dialects tend to vary in vowels more than consonants, particularly in English. These factors should predispose children in the current experiment to accept alternate forms as equivalent. Children saw cartoon creatures labeled with the novel words. Test trials presented both original pronunciations (OPs) and accented pronunciations (APs). This experiment speaks to the question of whether children can recognize an accent variant without having experienced it previously-whether they can generalize based on partial matching. If so, children should show above-chance accuracy and visual fixations to the APs. If children cannot recognize an accent variant without explicit accent exposure, they should not show above-chance accuracy or visual fixations to APs.
Method
Participants N = 24 monolingual English-speaking preschoolers (mean age = 4.5, range: 3.3-5.5; 14 female) took part. Consent forms asked parents to indicate all languages that the child experienced in the home, and which ones were understood and spoken by the child. Children were placed in this study only if parents reported that the child heard only English. That is, any indication from the parent that the child was exposed to or understood another language led us not to include that child. Ambient cultural exposure to Spanish or Spanish-accented English may still have occurred, which one might think would decrease accent-comprehension difficulty-thus, this population serves as a conservative test of difficulty comprehending accents.
Stimuli
One female talker (HP) and one male talker (GW) recorded sentences describing the cartoon creatures ( Tables 1 and 2) were gif, geef, kib, and keeb (with "hard" g's, as in "gum"). Equal numbers of children learned gif and kib, geef and kib, gif and keeb, and geef and keeb. Words with similar onset consonants (/g/ and /k/) were used so that the words were mildly similar to one another. This meant that the task was not trivially easy, but APs were still more similar to their OP than to the other word. Words in test sentences averaged 459 ms (SD = 48) for the female talker, and 665 ms (SD = 64) for the male, with mean duration of 562 ms (SD = 118).
Procedure
There were three cycles of training and testing (Table 1) , with distractor sequences interspersed to maintain child attention. Training trials (16 in block 1, 8 in each of blocks 2 and 3) were designed to be engaging. On each training trial, a schematic grass-and-trees background appeared, and then a creature moved from off-screen. Eight different animations were counterbalanced across creatures. For all animations, the creature paused at the center, and after one second, a recorded passage named the creature twice (e.g. A geef! That's a geef!). Next, there was a 2-second pause, and then the creature moved off-screen. In each training block, creatures' labels were spoken equally often by each talker.
On each test trial, the two creatures appeared stationary on a white background, and after 500 milliseconds (ms) a spoken instruction asked the child to, for example, "Point to the X." On test block 1 (8 trials), X was always the original pronunciation (OP). This block made certain that children had learned the OPs of words. On test blocks 2 and 3 (8 trials each), X was either the exact word heard during training, or a vowel-changed AP of the word-/i/ to /I/ or /I/ to /i/. This meant that some children heard both vowels change to /i/ or both to /I/, while for other children, one word changed from /i/ to /I/ and the other changed in the opposite direction. This was included as a factor in the analyses. Side of presentation, sentence frame, and pronunciation were counterbalanced within each block. faintly through the headphones but did not detect experimental manipulations (e.g., that the caterpillar-like creature was named different things for different children), suggesting little awareness of word identity. An Eyelink 1000 eye tracker (www.sr-research.com) running in remote mode sat just below the experimental display monitor. The eye tracker was linked to a Dell tower running DOS, which collected gaze position information every 4 ms and integrated experimental timing messages from the Mac. Raw eye tracking data were reprocessed offline by automated Python scripts to map exact gaze coordinates and times into looks to areas of interest relative to the temporal onset of the target words in the speech stream.
Experiments were conducted in a quiet area in each child's preschool or day care facility. Children went through an eye tracker calibration sequence as programmed in the Eyelink Toolbox (Cornelissen, Peters, & Palmer, 2002) , which was described as a "follow-the-dot game." They then took part in the main experiment, where they were told, "you will see some funny creatures and hear people talking about them." They were prompted to point to the cartoons, and the experimenter clicked the child's responses with a mouse. Generally, children did not need to be prompted to point, though sometimes their points were unclear and the experimenter requested neutrally that the child point again (e.g. "Can you show me again?"). In rare instances, children refused to point. If this happened, they were questioned about both alternatives and typically only verified one. If they refused to answer, data were excluded.
Results

Accuracy
Children reached moderate accuracy on trained pronunciations, but did not generalize to novel pronunciations (Figure 1a ; all data summarized in Table 3 ). Data were analyzed in a logistic regression model, which better accounts for the binomial distribution of binary-choice data than traditional ANOVA (Jaeger, 2008) . In all analyses reported, participant intercepts and slopes were included as random factors; items intercepts and slopes were not included because there were so few items.
Accuracy is reported as the percentage of trials in which children chose the creature whose label was most similar to the spoken word. Accuracy in the first test block demonstrated good learning of OPs (M = 75% correct, SD = 6.6%; estimate = 2.35, z = 3.65, p = .0003). Overall accuracy in the second and third blocks was lower (65.1% ± 16.9%), driven by the AP trials. A logistic regression model on accuracy was computed with mean-centered factors Block (second, third) and Pronunciation (original [OP] , accented [AP]), and Learned Vowels (learned two words with the same vowel, learned two words with two different vowels). Only Pronunciation was significant (estimate = 1.56; z = 5.32; p < .0001). This resulted from high accuracy on OP trials (78.1% ± 20.6%; estimate = 1.5; z = 5.44; p < .0001), but chance performance on AP trials (52.1% ± 18.3%, estimate = 0.08; z = 0.57; p = .57). Results were unchanged when considering only children who scored perfectly in test block 1 (n = 11): AP accuracy was only 55.7% (SD = 19.7%). 
Eye tracking
Gaze fixation data ( Figure 1b) were pooled into 50-millisecond bins. Looks in Blocks 2 and 3 were analyzed, and were collapsed across Block to boost power. Before analysis, individual trials where a child was not visually fixating either of the two objects at least 50% of the time (14.3% of trials) were dropped. Except where noted, patterns of significance were identical between analyses, with all data and analyses using this trial exclusion criterion. To assess increases in looks to the target from the beginning of the trial, a linear regression analysis was conducted on empirical-logit-transformed target looks minus empirical-logit-transformed other-picture looks, following Barr (2008) , to correct for nonnormal distribution of looking-proportion data. This transformed "target advantage" score should be zero when both pictures are fixated equally and positive when the target is fixated more. Note that the empirical logit (e-logit) transformation is, except at extreme values, nearly linear-thus, Figure 1b would look qualitatively similar if plotted in e-logit space. The analysis window started with the bin at 200-250 milliseconds (ms) after target word onset, which is the first point in time where one would expect to see looks driven by the acoustic signal (Hallett, 1986 at this point target looks across experiments appeared to reach asymptote, and because pointing responses began to obscure children's eyes, leading to a drop in data acquisition. This window extended well past the end of the word (M = 555 ms, SD = 118 ms), even allowing an additional 200-300 ms for eye movement planning. This time window can thus be expected to include looking responses to the entirety of the word. Note that this window starts and ends earlier and is shorter than that often used with infants or very young children (e.g., 367-2000 ms in Swingley & Aslin, 2000 . For uniformity, the same time window was used across all experiments. Nonetheless, the reader should be aware that, in some cases, longer windows of analysis may have yielded different patterns of significance (i.e., slow recognition effects which do not emerge until after 1000 ms). Factors in the model of target advantage were Time Bin, Pronunciation (AP, OP; both withinparticipant), and Learned Vowels (between-participants). All factors were mean-centered. Time Bin was significant (t = 2.92, p =.004), indicating that target advantage increased as the word unfolded. Pronunciation did not reach significance (t = 1.61, p = .11), indicating no difference in overall looks between OPs and APs.
1 However, Time Bin and Pronunciation interacted (t = 5.68, p < .0001), because the effect of Time Bin was stronger on OP trials: the slope (increase in target looks) was .0036 (SE = .0006: t = 5.81, p < .0001), greater than the negative, nonsignificant slope on AP trials (slope = -.0008 ± .0007; t = 1.2, p = .23). There was also a significant interaction of Time Bin and Learned Vowels (t = 2.40, p = .02), suggesting that the overall slope of increases in looks was greater for children who learned two words with two different vowels than those who learned two words which had the same vowel. This may have resulted from a lower visual-fixation measure baseline in the two-vowel group, from lower altered-pronunciation novelty when those 12 CREEL children had already heard both vowels during learning, or from the greater distance between the two learned words in the two-vowel condition than in the one-vowel condition. However, this did not interact with the Pronunciation effect. No other effects were significant.
Age effects
Each experiment tested a broad age range of children, raising the question of improvement with age. Accordingly, models of both accuracy and fixations were computed with meancentered age as a continuous factor, to assess whether learning improved or changed with age. Additionally, data in Experiments 3-5 were compared to children's vocabulary sizes as measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test -IV (PPVT-IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) . Effects tended to be positive but were weak, and not significant in any of the studies. (Across all studies combined, there was a trend toward increased accuracy with age: estimate = .0006, t = 1.86, p = .06.) This should not be taken as an implication that there is no improvement in word learning over age. Rather, the lack of clear age effects may mean that, by age 3, age group is a bit less relevant than other factors-that children at this point have diverged sufficiently in their learning abilities that, at least for this task and with these sample sizes, age is not a significant predictor.
Discussion
Preschool children learned words to a reasonable degree of accuracy, and were quick to fixate originally pronounced targets but did not generalize to "accented" forms of the words. Instead, children reacted to mispronounced newly-learned words as though they were not the words learned during training. This contrasts with the results of Schmale et al. (2011) , who found that younger children (30 months) readily generalized to an accented word-form. On the face of it, it is puzzling that older children do not show better performance. However, Schmale et al.'s task was somewhat easier: children learned only a single word, not two words. Further, the accented variant in Schmale et al. may have been more acoustically similar to the original, in that the words used contained sounds (/i/ and /u/) found in both English and Spanish (the accent used). Thus, children in the current experiment may be doing worse than Schmale et al.'s younger children due to task difficulty and a larger difference between OP and AP word-forms.
In the Introduction, I outlined multiple possibilities for how children would treat accented forms: treating them as the same word and ignoring differences; treating two forms as completely different words; or some intermediate variant, where differences are recognized but are not regarded as important. Experiment 1's results suggest that, at least when children have learned only one variant of a word, they do not consider the two forms to be the same due to partial match-nor do they appear to regard the two words as phonological variants of each other. However, this outcome may be due to lack of exposure to the specific variant forms. That is, children have likely heard familiar words in variant pronunciations, particularly in a multicultural city, but they have never heard these experimentally learned words in variant pronunciations. This predicts that training children with both pronunciations of each word might lead to more flexible recognition. On the other hand, learning two forms for the same word could be a challenging task: if children cannot ignore vowel differences, or cannot grasp the equivalence between two word forms, they will essentially be learning four labels (two per picture) instead of two. Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013
EXPERIMENT 2
This experiment asked whether children could learn words in two simultaneous accents. Each talker produced the words with a different vowel than the other talker so that children heard each individual form half as often as children in Experiment 1. If children can merge the two vowels (or word-forms) or simply extract the consistent consonants-to-pictures mapping, then accuracy should be high and looks, rapid. However, if children do not merge, then they will essentially be learning four words, not two, decreasing accuracy and speed (looks to target).
Method
Participants N = 24 new monolingual English-speaking preschoolers (mean age = 4.4 years, range: 3.5-6.1; 11 female) took part.
Stimuli
These were the same as in Experiment 1, but were assigned differently within-subjects. Here, each talker had a different "accent"-one talker labeled the objects giff and kib, while the other talker labeled the objects geef and keeb (all stimuli in Table 2 , task outline in Table 4 ). Recall that /I/ only occurred in the novel words themselves, so that children never heard the second talker produce the /I/ vowel. However, /i/ occurred in the carrier phrases as well, so that children heard the /i/-/I/ talker use both vowels. For instance, the /i/-/I/ talker might say "Do you see the giff" (containing both /i/ and /I/) while the /i/ talker might say "Do you see the geef?" (containing only /i/). This is consistent with the first talker distinguishing /i/ and /I/, and the second talker merging them.
Procedure
The procedure was much like Experiment 1, except that this time, during training trials, one talker labeled the objects giff and kib and the other labeled the same objects geef and keeb. This labeling scheme was maintained in all training trials and in test block 1. Tests 2 and 3 also contained talker-inconsistent trials where each talker used the other's accent, to test whether children were sensitive to the relationship between talker and word form.
Results
Accuracy
Children appeared less accurate in this experiment for heard pronunciations overall (63.5% ± 16.3%; Figure 1c) . A logistic regression with Block (second, third) and Pronunciation (OP = each talker's original accent, AP = talker with the "wrong" accent) was conducted. A significant intercept indicated that accuracy exceeded chance overall (57% ± 16.5%; estimate = 0.32; Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] Note. * indicates changed pronunciations. Underlined italicized text is the male talker, standard font is the female talker. For greater visibility, displays are not to scale. z = 2.12; p = .03). However, no other effects approached significance, including the effect of Pronunciation (estimate = 0.34; z = 1.46; p = .15), indicating no difference between the original accents and the swapped accents. However, taken individually, only the OP trials exceeded chance (60.4% ± 23.2%; estimate = 0.48; z = 2.26; p = .02); swapped-accent trials did not (53.6% ± 15.0%; estimate = 0.15; z = 0.14; p = .31).
To compare results to Experiment 1, where children learned consistent OPs, a logistic regression model on accuracy included Experiment, Pronunciation, and Block as factors. In this and all following models that compare experiments, only effects and interactions involving Experiment are reported for brevity of presentation. A marginal effect of Experiment (estimate = 0.48; z = 1.95; p =.05) was qualified by an Experiment x Pronunciation interaction (estimate = 1.08; z = Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013 2.97; p =.003).
2 The interaction resulted from higher accuracy for OPs in Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2 (estimate = 0.98; z = 2.85; p =.004), but no difference in accuracy of APs (estimate = 0.06; z = 0.31; p =.76). This suggests that children are better at encoding single pronunciations than variable pronunciations.
Eye tracking
Eye tracking data ( Figure 1d ) were analyzed as in Experiment 1. Due to a computer error one child's eye movement data were lost, so only 23 participants were included. Trials were excluded using the same criterion as in Experiment 1 (20.4% of trials). A model of transformed target advantage with Time Bin and Pronunciation as factors showed no difference in overall looks as a function of Pronunciation (t = 1.22, p = .22), but yielded an effect of Time Bin (t = 2.81, p = .005) and a Time Bin x Pronunciation interaction 3 (t = 2.33, p = .02). The interaction resulted from significant increases in looks for OP trials (slope = .0021, SE = .0006, t = 3.79, p = .0002) but a slope no different from 0 for AP trials (slope = .0001, SE = .0006, t = 0.16, p = .87). Recall that the OPs here are each talker's original pronunciations, while APs are each talker using the other talker's pronunciations. This interaction suggests a talker-specific accent effect: children's looks increase more rapidly when each talker uses their original accent.
A combined model with Time Bin, Pronunciation, and Experiment as centered predictors yielded a Time Bin x Pronunciation x Experiment interaction (t = 2.04, p = .04), 4 indicating a larger difference between OP and AP slopes in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2.
Discussion
Accuracy data suggest weaker learning in the current experiment, where children learned under word-form inconsistency, relative to Experiment 1, where children learned on consistent word forms. This suggests that learning two similar words for one object does not lead children to merge over or ignore variability but may be like learning two separate words, along the lines of Sumner and Samuel's (2009) bidialectal listeners, and Sebastián-Gallés et al. 's (2005, 2009) Catalan speakers. This greater difficulty of learning multiple forms is reminiscent of Floccia et al. (2012) : they found that 20-month-olds completely failed to recognize one of two possible accent variants for words containing r sounds. This study too suggests that learning multiple similar forms may be quite difficult.
However, the eye tracking data provide some evidence consistent with context tracking: children fixated targets more when talkers used their original accents. This could result from children tracking the context of each accent variant-context in this case being the person speaking. It could also result from talker-specific storage of word forms (see Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Creel & Tumlin, 2011; Goldinger, 1996 Goldinger, , 1998 , without any awareness of the relationship CREEL between two accent-variants. Nonetheless, this result is consistent with at least some degree of context-dependent representation or recognition of accent variants, potentially forming the basis for context-specific storage and recognition of accents more generally.
Experiment 2 thus suggests that presenting learners with two accent variants during learning does not aid them in recognizing variant forms, and in fact may hurt them. This may explain poor generalization in Experiment 1. That is, children may have shown poor generalization in Experiment 1 simply because they did not recognize the similarity between the differently accented forms at all (they do not think gif and geef are alike), though this is inconsistent with preschool children's ability to recognize slightly mispronounced familiar words (Creel, 2012) . However, a different explanation for why children in Experiment 1 generalized poorly is not difficulty perceiving similarity, but a pragmatic bias to select novel things. That is, during training children are being asked to map unfamiliar words to unfamiliar visual objects. This experience might bias them to treat the accented forms in the test phase as further novel words and seek out novel referents, even if they have some awareness of the similarity to the original pronunciations. Jarvis, Merriman, Barnett, Hanba, and Van Haitsma (2004) have shown that young children who are initially guided to select similarly-named familiar objects rather than novel objects for novel words-such as being taught that "plasses" are a type of glasses-make fewer novel-object identifications for further wordlike names, such as inferring than "cardon" refers to a car rather than a novel object. This suggests that pragmatic cues may enhance word generalization to a similar but not-previously experienced word form.
The next three experiments addressed these alternative explanations for weak accent learning and generalization. All three experiments attempted to counter children's novelty bias by mixing together novel-word test trials with real-word recognition trials to encourage word-form/picture matching (see Fennell & Waxman, 2010 , Experiment 2, for a similar approach). If children in Experiments 1 and 2 in the present study were biased by the task to look for novel words and novel referents, then including real-word trials should decrease this tendency, boosting looks to the object matching the word form. Further, children may specifically need stronger evidence that small word alterations should be interpreted as the word itself. If this is the case, then including accented familiar-word test trials (Experiment 3) should increase accent-variant recognition more than unaccented familiar-word trials (Experiment 4). On the other hand, children may fail to pick up on the similarity of the accent-variant to the novel word simply because newly-formed word representations are too weakly activated by a partial match. If so, including familiar-word trials should not increase accent-variant accuracy at all.
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 taught children the words from Experiment 1 but then presented a talker using variable pronunciations of familiar words containing /i/ and /I/ during test trials. Note that previous researchers have asked whether exposure to an accent prior to word learning facilitates comprehension of a word in that accent later; Schmale et al. (2012) suggest that this is effective for 24-month-olds. A slightly different question is at hand here: did children fail to generalize to the new accent because the task promoted a novelty response bias? Presenting familiar words during test trials, after children had already learned the words, aimed to steer children into a pragmatic set of identifying known words rather than looking for new ones; that is, the manipulation was geared toward higher-level reasoning rather than encoding.
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If children in Experiment 1 were hindered in their comprehension of accent variants either by lack of evidence for pronunciation alterations, or by task pragmatics pushing them toward novelty responding, they should now show above-chance accuracy and looks to accented variants. However, if children are simply unable to appreciate the similarity between the learned form and the familiar form, they will still fail to identify or look to accented variants.
Method
Participants N = 24 new preschool participants (mean age = 4.6 years, range = 3.3-5.3; 5 female) from the same pool as before took part.
Procedure
Training and tests mirrored Experiment 1, with a few changes that attempted to match characteristics of an additional experiment (unreported because learning was poor and results were inconclusive). One change from Experiment 1 was that children always learned two words that had the same vowel (gif and kib, or geef and keeb). As analyses of Experiment 1 showed, having words with the same vowel (gif, kib) or two different vowels (gif, keeb) during training did not affect the overall pattern of accuracy. The key change was that, during Tests 2 and 3, 8 additional real-word trials were added per block (16 total; half OPs, half APs). Real-word trials were included to assess whether children would respond more accurately to unusual pronunciations when they were cued to respond on a familiarity basis. This familiarity basis was evoked by familiar-word test trials, where children had to select from one of two familiar objects. Twelve children each heard bridge, fish, * breedge, and * feesh; or feet, keys, * fit, and * kizz.
5
Results
Accuracy
Accuracy on familiar words was high for both OPs and APs (OP: 93.8% ± 14.3%; AP: 82.3% ± 19.8%), indicating that, as predicted, children mostly parsed these accented forms as real words. That is, preschool children are quite good at compensating for the novel accent on familiar words (as in Creel, 2012) . Did this induce a real-word interpretation of novel-word APs, in contrast to Experiment 1? Children were highly accurate on OP words (Figure 2a ) in Block 1 (72.4% ± 27.6%; estimate = 1.49; z = 3.71; p = .0002) and in Blocks 2 and 3 (70.3% ± 21.4%; estimate = 0.98; z = 4.31; p < .0001). Unlike Experiment 1, AP accuracy also exceeded chance 5 Due to talker availability, only the female talker produced the real words. This provided an opportunity to assess talker-specific accent processing: if children improve their recognition of accented novel words, will they improve only for the female talker, or would they generalize to the male talker as well? Half the children learned from and were tested on novel words with a single talker (male or female), and the other half learned from and were tested on both talkers. Preliminary analyses indicated no effects or interactions of number of training talkers (one vs. two) or talker gender, so these factors were dropped from further analyses. (61.5% ± 14.7%; estimate = 0.47; z = 3.15; p = .002). A logistic regression model on accuracy with Block and Pronunciation as factors detected a marginal effect of Pronunciation (estimate = 0.53; z = 1.89; p = .06), indicating slightly greater accuracy on OPs than APs.
Another logistic regression model compared Experiment 3 to Experiment 1, which was nearly identical aside from the familiar-word trials, with Experiment (1, 3), Block, and Pronunciation as factors. There was no effect of Experiment (estimate = .02, z = .23, p = .82), but there was an interaction of Experiment x Pronunciation (estimate = 0.30; z = 2.35; p = .02). This resulted from a smaller decrement in accuracy from OPs to APs-that is, better generalization to accented forms-in the current experiment than in Experiment 1. Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013
Eye tracking
Transformed target advantage (Figure 2b ) was analyzed as in previous experiments (15.4% of trials excluded). The intercept term was significant (t = 2.61, p = .009), indicating above-chance looks toward the target overall. There was an effect of Time Bin (t = 4.90, p < .0001), indicating that target looks increased over time (slope = .0020, SE = .0004). However, there was no effect of Pronunciation (t = 0.11, p = .91) nor an interaction (t = 1.17, p = .24), suggesting that neither looks nor increases in looks over time differed greatly as a function of pronunciation in the time window analyzed. An additional model with Experiment (1, 3) , Pronunciation, and Time Bin as factors yielded an Experiment x Pronunciation x Time Bin interaction (t = 2.54; p = .01). This indicated a smaller difference between AP and OP looking increases over time in Experiment 3-consistent with a decreased effect of Pronunciation.
Discussion
When children were presented with accented familiar-word trials amongst novel-word recognition trials, they showed significant recognition of accent-variants of novel words. Unlike Experiment 1, which suggested that children did not recognize partial match to the learned forms, this experiment suggests that children recognized the partial match of accent-variants to the original words. This implies that children are sensitive to the similarity between the two accented forms, which would allow merging of representations or context-specific representations. This experiment is consistent with two accounts: that familiar-word trials alerted children to the possibility of accented variants; or, that familiar-word trials simply put children in a familiar-word pragmatic "mode" (as opposed to a detecting-novelty mode). The next experiment attempted to tease apart these explanations by again including familiar word trials, but without accented pronunciations.
EXPERIMENT 4
This experiment replicated Experiment 3 but presented only unaccented familiar words. If children can generalize to a new accented variant of a learned word but simply need to know to select familiar words rather than always looking for novel pictures, then hearing unaccented familiar words alone should lead children to show above-chance accuracy and looks to novel APs. However, if children need to know specifically that talkers may use unfamiliar pronunciations, then AP accuracy and looks should be at chance.
Method
Participants N = 24 new preschool participants (mean age = 4.6 years, range = 3.3-5.3; 12 female) from the same pool as before took part.
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Procedure Training and Test 1 mirrored Experiment 3, but the design was simplified so that all children heard both talkers equally often during learning. Tests 2 and 3 contained 16 total real-word trials, all unaccented. Each talker spoke the words pizza, zebra, pig, and milk twice. Words differed relative to Experiment 3 to provide a broader familiar-word set. The lack of difference between Experiments 3 and 4 suggests that this choice of words was not consequential.
Results
Accuracy
Children were highly accurate on familiar-word trials (94.3% ± 9.6%). They were also accurate on novel OPs in Block 1 (Figure 2c ; 81.3% ± 22.1%; estimate = 2.00; z = 5.43; p < .0001) and Blocks 2-3 (72.4% ± 18.8%; estimate = 1.02; z = 5.24; p < .0001). Further, they again exceeded chance on novel APs (58.9% ± 18.2%; estimate = 0.47; z = 3.15; p = .002). A logistic regression model with Block and Pronunciation as factors showed an effect of Pronunciation (estimate = 0.73; z = 3.02; p = .002), indicating greater accuracy for OPs than APs. There was also an effect of Block (estimate = 0.50; z = 2.06; p = .04), reflecting a decrease in accuracy from Block 2 (79.1% ± 21.7%) to Block 3 (65.5% ± 24.2%). Why this decrease occurred is not clear; it might represent chance fluctuation, boredom, or even increased confusion after introducing novel-word APs without accompanying real-word APs. Though the decrease appeared to be carried by OPs alone, the interaction did not approach significance.
To compare results with the previous experiment, which contained familiar word APs, a new logistic regression model was computed with Experiment (3, 4), Block, and Pronunciation as factors. There was no main effect of Experiment (estimate = 0.01; z = 0.06; p = .95), nor an Experiment x Pronunciation interaction (estimate = 0.27; z = 0.77; p = .44), suggesting that the two experiments showed equivalent results: hearing "accented" familiar words (Experiment 3) in addition to unaccented familiar words did not increase accuracy. A comparison to Experiment 1 was more ambiguous: the Experiment x Pronunciation interaction approached significance (estimate = 0.16, z = 1.77, p = .08). This resulted from a marginally smaller decrement in accuracy from OPs to APs in the current experiment than in Experiment 1.
Eye tracking
Target advantage (Figure 2d ) was analyzed as before (16.4% of trials excluded). Time Bin was not significant (t = 1.14, p = .25), but Pronunciation was (t = 2.55, p = .01), reflecting higher overall target advantage for OP trials. A Time Bin x Pronunciation interaction (t = 2.03, p = .04) resulted from a positive slope on OP trials (slope = .0018, SE = .0007, t = 2.43, p = .02) but a nonsignificant slope on AP trials (slope = -.0004, SE = .0009, t = 0.50, p = .62). In a model comparing this experiment to Experiment 1, which did not have real-word test trials and may have thus generated a novelty-selection bias in children, there was a marginal effect Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013
of Experiment (t = 1.93; p = .05), indicating greater looks overall in Experiment 4 than in Experiment 1. This is consistent with overall slightly better recognition in Experiment 4, but there were no interactions with Pronunciation, 6 suggesting that there was not a marked difference in looks relative to Experiment 1. Compared with Experiment 3, which contained AP real-word trials, there was a marginal Experiment x Time Bin interaction (t = 1.82, p = .07) due to a faster increase in looks with time in Experiment 3. This indicates a tendency toward overall faster looking when real-word AP trials are included, but given its marginal nature, should be interpreted cautiously. Further, there were no interactions with Pronunciation, suggesting that there were not substantial differences in looking patterns in the two experiments. These comparisons suggest that Experiment 4 occupies an intermediate position between Experiments 1 and 3.
Discussion
In summary, accuracy data from Experiments 3 and 4 suggest that children are more likely to interpret accent-like variants of newly learned words as being the words themselves if the pragmatic context reinforces word form-picture matching. Eye tracking results alone hinted at a slight benefit for hearing accented real words. However, Experiment 4 performance was only marginally better than Experiment 1, and was not clearly worse than Experiment 3. This makes it somewhat difficult to pin down what task aspects led to the best accent-variant recognition. It is possible that hearing real-word accent variants is more beneficial than hearing only canonically pronounced real-word trials, but it is also possible that there is no benefit.
A final question is whether a pragmatic benefit extends to situations of word-form inconsistency. If pragmatically cued to select familiar things, will children process words learned in two accents more effectively?
EXPERIMENT 5
In this final experiment, children again learned in two accents. As in Experiments 3 and 4, accentconsistent trials were interspersed during test. These trials were included with the idea that low accuracy in Experiment 2 may have been driven not by poor learning but rather by children's construal of the task as a selecting-novel-things task. If children are more willing to recognize the two word forms across accents given familiar-word trials, then accuracy and looks should be well above chance. However, if the difficulty in Experiment 2 was not pragmatic but an actual encoding difficulty, then accuracy and looks should be relatively low. This experiment also provided a modified replication of Experiment 2, retesting the hypothesis that if children are simply learning two word-forms when presented with word-form inconsistency, accuracy and looking time will be relatively poor.
CREEL
Method
Participants N = 24 new preschool participants (mean age = 4.6 years, range = 3.4-5.5; 10 female) from the same pool as before took part.
Procedure
Training and Test 1 matched Experiment 2-each talker had a characteristic "accent." For maximum consistency, each talker continued to use only their own accent throughout Tests 2 and 3 (see Table 2 ); note that this differs from Experiment 2, which presented talker-inconsistent trials in Tests 2 and 3. During Tests 2 and 3, real-word trials were added (16 total). Each talker's 8 realword trials were also accent-consistent: the "accented" talker's productions contained the /i/-/I/ merger. For instance, the male talker might say novel words geef and keeb, and real words pizza, zebra, * peeg, and * meelk-producing both vowels as /i/-while the female talker said giff, kib, pizza, zebra, pig, and milk, distinguishing the two vowels.
Results
Accuracy
Real-word accuracy was high even for APs (OP: 94.8% ± 13.4%; AP: 92.7% ± 18.8%), suggesting that children interpreted these variants as familiar. Children were above chance (Figure 2e ) in recognizing novel words in Block 1 (72.9% ± 19.7%; estimate = 1.08; z = 5.13; p < .0001) and Blocks 2-3 (64.3% ± 16.3%; estimate = 0.62; z = 4.21; p < .0001). As this experiment contained no novel APs (deviations from the trained words), the logistic regression model contained only an effect of Block (2, 3). The effect of Block (estimate = 0.64, z = 2.84, p = .004) indicated greater accuracy in Block 3 (70.8% ± 20.4%) than in Block 2 (57.8% ± 20.0%). It is not clear why accuracy would differ across blocks; it may reflect noise variability, or confusion and subsequent recovery after presentation of several AP real-word trials.
A second model compared accuracy to OP accuracy Experiment 2, which also asked children to learn in two accents simultaneously. The model contained Experiment (2 vs. 5) and Block (2, 3) as factors. An Experiment x Block interaction (estimate = .20, z = 2.15, p = .03) resulted from the Block effect in Experiment 5 which did not appear in Experiment 2. However, there was no effect of Experiment (estimate = .05, z = .75, p = .45), indicating that accuracy did not improve overall from Experiment 2 to Experiment 5 as a result of including familiar words. Two additional models compared accuracy in the current experiment to OP accuracy in Experiments 3 and 4, where familiar words were intermingled with novel words but the learned accent was not variable. Compared with Experiment 3, there was a marginal Experiment x Block interaction (estimate = 0.38, z = 1.95, p = .051), presumably resulting from the significant Block effect in the current experiment. However, overall accuracy (effect of Experiment) did not differ (estimate = 0.14, z =in the two experiments. The effect of Experiment did not reach significance (estimate = 0.41, z = 1.62, p = .11), despite a numerical tendency toward higher accuracy in Experiment 4.
Eye tracking
Eye movement data were analyzed as before (15.6% of trials excluded). Despite high accuracy on novel-word trials, there was little evidence of looks to the correct picture (Figure 2f ) in the observed time window. A regression analysis like those in previous experiments showed a marginal effect of Time Bin 7 (slope = .0009, SE = .0006; t = 1.68, p = .09), suggesting that-at least within the observed window-there was not an upswing in target looks. Compared with Experiment 2 (OPs only), no effects related to Experiment approached significance, indicating similar patterns of looking in the two experiments. Compared with Experiment 3 (OPs only), there was an Experiment x Time Bin interaction (t = 2.08, p = .04), with a faster increase in looks in Experiment 3, with consistent pronunciations. Similarly, compared with Experiment 4 (OPs only), there was an overall effect of Experiment (t = 3.18, p = .001), due to greater looks in Experiment 4 (again with consistent pronunciations) than in the current experiment.
Discussion
Accuracy in Experiment 5 was not markedly lower than in Experiments 3 and 4, suggesting a possible benefit of pragmatic orientation on recognizing inconsistent word-forms. However, visual fixations suggested that, as in Experiment 2, accent inconsistency affected speed of recognition. This replicates the difference observed between Experiments 1 and 2, further suggesting that accent inconsistency slows learning. Note that the current experiment is a particularly conservative test of the difficulty of word-form variability relative to Experiment 2, in that children in the current experiment had two additional pieces of information: accent-consistent familiar-word test trials, and maintenance of talker-consistent accents throughout. This fits with Sebastián-Gallés et al. 's (2005, 2009 ) account that listeners who distinguish a sound pair must learn two different words for the same referent and is not consistent with merging across inconsistency, which would presumably lead to higher accuracy and faster recognition.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study set out to discover how children process accent inconsistency in word learning. First, can children recognize accent-variants (e.g., gif ) based on partial match to the learned form (geef ) without ever hearing the accent variant? Overall, the answer seems to be yes: children seem able to recognize an unheard accent variant based on partial match to the learned form. When children learned one pronunciation of each novel word (Experiments 1, 3, and 4), they showed moderate generalization (above-chance accuracy) to accent variants as long as the recognition task included real-word recognition trials (Experiments 3 and 4). While Experiment 1 appeared to suggest that children cannot use partial match for novel words, this appears to be due to children's CREEL pragmatic construal of the referent-selection task. When real-word trials were interspersed with newly learned word trials, children showed above-chance recognition of accent variants, without needing explicit training on the other accent. Nonetheless, accuracy for accent variants was lower than for the originally-learned pronunciations, consistent with children's slightly-lower accuracy in recognizing accent variants of familiar words (Creel, 2012) .
A second set of questions concerned learning under accent variability (both gif and geef as labels for the same object). When exposed to variable accents, would children ignore inconsistent elements, encode two forms for each word (one per accent), or store the context in which each word occurs? Experiments where children learned in two accents simultaneously suggested that learning in two accents is more difficult than learning in one accent. Specifically, children were somewhat less accurate in recognizing trained pronunciations (Experiment 2), and were slower to visually fixate targets (Experiments 2 and 5) relative to the single-accent experiments. Assuming that learning more words is harder than learning fewer words, this implies that children may be encoding two forms for each referent. These results suggest that children did not merge across vowel inconsistency, but learned dual word representations from two-accent input. Interestingly, the eye tracking data in Experiment 2 suggested some degree of talker specificity in two-accent learning: looks increased more rapidly when the talkers spoke in their original accents than when the talkers swapped accents. This is consistent with children learning the contexts of each accented form. However, it is also consistent with children simply encoding four talkerspecific word forms, without necessarily understanding that two accent-variants were related to each other.
The current results suggest that children can recognize accent variants via partial match to a learned form. However, though they can recognize incomplete similarity, children do not seem to merge over or ignore accent variability. Results are more consistent with storing multiple word forms, with some indication of context-specific storage of accent variants. Nonetheless, the results do not clearly distinguish between storage of multiple forms, vs. storing a single form plus knowledge of its realization in different contexts.
Implications for Learning Language with Accent Variability
These results have several implications for accent processing in 3-5-year-olds. First, newly learned words are highly sensitive to accent-like changes: children have difficulty recognizing a word that is changed by a single vowel feature. While this fits accounts of detailed novel-word representations in toddlers (Mani & Plunkett, 2008) , it does not lead to strong recognition of newly learned words in a new accent. A pragmatically supportive context (though not necessarily exposure to the accent) aids recognition of accented forms, though accuracy is still lower than for learned pronunciations.
A second implication is that learning from accent-variable input may be more difficult than learning in one accent. It is still possible that, with lengthier exposure, learners might be able to disregard accent variability, or that children might succeed with greater within-talker variability (see Richtsmeier et al., 2011) instead of talkers using internally consistent accents. However, for monolingual English speaking children, brief experimental exposure appears insufficient to generate a merged percept.
An additional possibility raised in the Introduction, and partially supported in Experiment 2, was that learners might ascribe accent variability to the context (say, the talker or talkers with Downloaded by [Sarah Creel] at 21:52 07 November 2013 a particular accent), rather than to the word form itself. This would presumably allow quicker word learning because both variants would map to one underlying form. Presumably, extended exposure to two accents would afford development of phonological translation abilities, which would ameliorate effects of word-form inconsistency during learning (see Mattock et al., 2010 , for results consistent with this account; though note that Floccia et al., 2012 , is inconsistent with this account). A variant of this notion of context encoding, untested here, is that children might be aided in forming context-dependent accent variants by high cross-accent similarity; that is, learning that gif = geef (a phonetically close change) might be easier than gif = keece. Note that children here appeared to have difficulty learning two very similar forms for the same referent, despite high cross-accent similarity. If cross-accent similarity facilitates learning, then children in the current study might have had even greater difficulty in learning multiple variants if the word forms had been further apart. A remaining possibility is that there is a deleterious effect of cross-accent similarity, such that it would actually be easier to learn two very different words for the same referent than to learn two very-similar words. This might result if a word's two labels compete with each other for recognition.
A final implication of learning with accent variability concerns novelty interpretation. Results here, like those of Jarvis et al. (2004) , suggest that pragmatics influence whether children interpret an accented form as novel or familiar. Perhaps over the longer term, children in multiaccent contexts would become accustomed to familiar-word interpretations of similar variants. This is supported by research on multilingual children, who commonly experience situations where a novel word form is simply a word from another language, not a novel object: Byers-Heinlein and Werker (2009) showed that bilingual and trilingual 18-month-olds appeared not to use mutual exclusivity to constrain the referent of a novel word, while monolingual children did; HoustonPrice, Caloghiris, and Raviglione (2010) found similar results in a slightly older sample of 17-22 month-olds. This is consistent with multilingual children not learning a bias to assume that novel forms mean novel referents. Children in multiple-accent environments might acquire a similar pragmatic bias to interpret partially matching forms as familiar.
Accent Processing Across Age
One goal of the current study was to connect the literature on accent processing in infants and toddlers to that in adults. The current results with preschoolers showed reasonable consistency between implicit (looking) measures, as used with younger children, and in explicit (accuracy) measures, as used with adults. This suggests that these measures may in fact be tapping similar variables. What picture emerges of accent processing across development?
First, generalization of forms to new accents appears to improve with age. Very young infants (9 months) cannot generalize a familiarized word form to a new accent, but they can do so by 12-13 months (Schmale et al., 2010; Schmale & Seidl, 2009) . By 14 months, children show partial recognition of mispronounced familiar words in a referential preferential-looking task (Swingley & Aslin, 2002) , and by 19 months can acclimate to an accent change (White & Aslin, 2011) . Standing in contrast to White and Aslin's study, Floccia et al.'s (2012) study with 20-month-olds suggests that children receiving long-term input in two accents-one rhotic, the other non-rhotic-may actively tune out one of the accents. Alternately, Floccia et al.' 
